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Superconductivity in CeCu2Si2 Single Crystals
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CeCu2Si2 single crystals prepared with an excess of Cu exhibit low residual resistivity
po, low susceptibility y, small unit-cell volume p, and bulk "heavy-fermion" supercon-
ductivity below 0.65 K, while crystals grown from stoichiometric melt show higher po and

y, larger p, but no superconductivity. CeCu&Si& behaves as an s-state superconductor
with strongly temperature-dependent pair breaking and almost isotropic Fermi surface.

PACS numbers: 74.70.8v, 72.15.m, 74.

The Kondo-lattice system CeCu, SF, has been
considered the first metallic analog to liquid He,
because it shows a phase transition at T, = 0.5 K
from a "Fermi-liquid" state into a superconduct-
ing (sc) state, which is carried by pairs of "heav
fermions" presumably generated by interactions
between the localized 4f electrons and the con-
duction electrons. ' Challenging problems are
posed by this system to both theorists and ex-
perimentalists: (1) A microscopic understanding
of the exotic low-temperature properties of
CeCu, Si, is still lacking. (2) It is not clear if the
Cooper pairs in CeCu, Si, are in a singlet state
like in all other superconductors known or in a
triplet state like in sHe. (3) The phase diagram
of CeCu, Si, has not yet been determined, so that
one does not understand why its transition tem-
perature depends so sensitively on preparation'
and stoichiometry. ' In particular, CeCu, Si,
single crystals prepared from stoichiometric
melts do not superconduct at ambient pressure, '
but surprisingly do so under an external pressur
p ~ 1 kbar. ' Moreover, for polycrystalline
CeCu, Si, a wide scatter of T, 's has been ob-
served. ' This has been attributed to the action
of a strong, as yet unknown, pair-breaking
mechanism which is accompanied, for T, &0.5 K,
by both a moderate reduction of the Kondo tem-
perature and disappearance of the sc gap. '

Because of the aforementioned metallurgical
difficulties, however, results on CeCu, Si, are
often considered with severe skepticism. There-
fore, it was an urgent task to study the proper-
ties of sc CeCu, Si, single crystals, which could
recently be grown by use of an excess of Cu, ' and
compare them with those of non-sc single crys-

60.-w

tais and previous results' on polycrystalline
samples. The latter were found' to exhibit ex-
tremely large slopes B„'=—~dB,jd2'~r of the
upper critical field curves at T, and it was con-

y eluded that such a large B,,' value is a typical
signature of a "heavy-fermion" superconductor
and is not caused by anisotropy effects due to the
quasi two-dimensional structure of CeCu, Si,.
Obviously, this essential conclusion had to be
verified by measuring the orientation dependence
of B„' of single crystals.

For the present study, several CeCu, Si, single
crystals with typical dimensions 1& 1& 0.1 mm'
were grown by the Bridgman technique, using
Al, O, crucibles, from melts with varying com-
position, i.e. , Ce:Cu:Si= 1:2(1+x):2. The
starting materials were prereacted in an argon-
arc furnace and homogenized in a cold crucible
before growth. CeCu, Si, melts incongruently at
T = 1545 'C as determined by differential ther-
mal analysis. ' " No phase transition was de-

c tected between T and 300 K." We will discuss
below the properties of single crystals grown
from melts with x = 0 (No. 1), x = 26.6% (No. 2),
and x = 30% (No. 3), respectively. Crystal No. 3
was investigated "as grown" and Nos. 1 and 2
after annealing for four days at 1000'C.

The crystals have been characterized by elec-
tron-probe microanaiysis and x-ray fluorescence.
Within the resolution of these techniques (+ 5%
per element) no significant deviations from the
1:2:2composition could be resolved. Structure
refinement using a four-circle x-ray diffractom-
eter was done on cube-shaped single crystals,
which were cut from the same charges as crys-
tals No. 1 and No. 2. For both crystals the elec-
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tron density at the Cu sites was found to cor-
respond to only (90+ 5)P~ of complete Cu occupa-
tion and, thus, to be independent of the composi-
tion of the melts too. While the two crystals
have the same lattice parameter a [(4.10+ 0.01)
x 10 "mj, their c parameters are slightly dif-
ferent I(9.96 + 0.01)x 10 "m for No. 1 and (9.93
+ 0.01)x 10 "m for No. 2j.

The specific heat C(T), upper critical field,
and resistivity p(T) for these CeCu, Si, single
crystals are presented in Figs. 1, 2, and 3, re-
spectively. Crystals grown from stoichiometric
melt (No. 1) do not superconduct above T = 0.02 K.
However, the bulk of those crystals grown with
Cu excess (No. 2 and No. 3) becomes sc below T,
=0.65-0.69 K as clearly demonstrated by a sub-
stantial dc Meissner effect, 4 and a large specific-
heat jump, b,C =1.27y(T, )T,. The values of both

y(T, ) =C„(T,)/T, =0.73 J/mol K' and of the co-
efficient A =10 ' 0 mK ' of the quadratic term
in the low-T resistivity (inset of Fig. 3) are com-
parable to the giant numbers previously obtained
with polycrystalline samples. " These observa-
tions indicate the existence of heavy fermions
which are responsible for the superconductivity
(sc) in CeCu, Si„ independent of the crystallinity
of the samples.

Besides the large &C value, we also find very
large critical-field slopes. This is shown in Fig.
2 for crystal No. 3, exhibiting&„™23T K ', a
value that is even larger than those reported for
polycrystals. ' In contrast to findings on layered

superconductors like NbSe„which exhibit much
higher B„'when the field is applied parallel
(B,,~~

') rather than perpendicular (B„')to the
layers, "for CeCu, Si, this slope is almost inde-
pendent of the orientation of the external field
relative to the Ce planes. Since B,,'(i'- T, ) is
determined by the 'orbital pair-breaking effect
of the external field, ' namely through the fer-
mions' velocity and transport scattering length

only, ' our observation implies an almost isotropic
Fermi surface in the renormalized (Fermi-liq-
uid) state of CeCu, Si,. This is supported by the
observed isotropy in the residual resistivities.
Interestingly enough, recent band-structure cal-
culations" reveal that also the nonrenormalized
Fermi surface of CeCu, Si, is rather isotropic, in
accordance with our observation that p(T) is al-
most orientation independent as' T -300 K (cf.
Fig. 3).

If we now consider the range T &0.6 K, where
B„('1')begins to deviate from linear behavior,
we find B„.ff to be lower than B„.This could
reflect anisotropy either in the electron-phonon
coupling, "or alternatively in the "paramagnetic
pair-breaking effect" due to the external field.
In the latter case an anisotropic spin-orbit scat-
tering rate would have to be invoked. " Note that
also the low-temperature peak in p(T) at T~
= 5-20 K, originating in the maximum (incoher-
ent) conduction-electron scattering from the
crystal-field (CF) ground states of Ce","shows
considerable anisotropy (Fig. 3). We wish to

stress, however, that none of the aforementioned
anisotropigs contradicts our conclusion of an al-
most isotropic Fermi surf ace.
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FIG. 1. (a) C vs T, (b) C/T vs T, for CeCu&Si& sin-
gle crystal No. 2, as well as off vs T, y j vs T (inset)
for crystal No. 1, after a 17-day annealing.
were corrected for the demagnetizing factors, Nff
=0.68, N~ =0.15. Solid lines in the inset represent y
—g/(1 + A, g) g ff (T) g y (T) were calculated from the
crystal-field scheme (Ref. 11); A. ff(T), A. +(T) as in Ref.
12.
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FIG, 2. B,&
vs T, as obtained from the midpoints of

p vs T curves taken at different external fields for
CeCu~Si& single crystal No. 3. Field B and current are
aligned to each other, either parallel (B ~ff, p ff) to or
perpendicular (B,q~, p~) to Ce planes. Inset shows p~
vs T at differing fields for this crystal.
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wise non-sc single crystals. '
In summary, the results of this work suggest

that (1) the Fermi surface of CeCu, Si, is rather
isotropic, particularly in its Fermi-liquid (T
& TK) phase, and (2) the observed change from
superconducting to nonsuperconducting is driven
by a strongly temperature-dependent pair-break-
ing mechanism, which is accompanied by a con-
siderable increase of the susceptibil. ity and smal. l
vot.ume changes near a critical value V„. We
have demonstrated that the bulk of high-quality
CeCu, Si, single crystals shows the same unusual
low-temperature, notably superconducting, prop-
erties as earlier discovered for polycrystalline
material and, in addition, that CeCu, Si, very
likely is not a triplet superconductor. Because
of the recent discovery" of "heavy-fermion" su-
perconductivity in UBe», this phenomenon should
be considered a more general one.
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